
Seeing the World in a Bucket of Data: A spatially explicit model of

personal interaction and the implications for public health research

Abstract

Constructing a realistic spatially explicit model has been considered as a major challenge in epidemic

modeling. In this study, we examine the applicability of Twitter data as an instrumental input for tackling

such a challenge. Twitter data has the strength for longitudinal data collection at a massive scale, but

the highly unstructured nature of the data exerts significant methodological as well as computational

difficulties. We focus on the methodological solutions here and have developed a novelty approach that

lets a percolation network emerge naturally from the massive amount of geospatial tweets. We present

that such a real-world based network has reflected well assumptions made by synthetic network models

regarding human behaviors. Therefore we discuss the implications of the computational social media

data-driven approach in public health applications. We demonstrate that it is feasible to construct realistic

spatially explicit models by using a massive amount of longitudinal Twitter data.

Imagine a scenario where a person in Virginia has flu, howmight another person in NewYork city become

sick because of a chain relationship between the two strangers? To answer the question would demand some
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understanding of the individuals’ behaviors at the micro-level as well as potential connectivity of the two

at the macro level. In other words, the two strangers must coexist in a certain porous network structure.

Networks describe the interlink, flow, and exchange of objects and phenomena (Brandes et al. , 2013; Miller

& Ponto, 2016; Castells, 2011). This structural framework can be important for understanding the dynamics

of a collective of individuals, especially as everyday life is dominated by all kinds of webs. In the physical

world, nations build alliances; the attributes of different alliances could deter or encourage members to go

to war (Siverson & King, 1980). Networks also appear more often nowadays in popular culture context

with a lifestyle saturated by digital media (Loader & Mercea, 2011; Hassan, 2007). In cyberspace, social

media allows people to orchestrate relations through “following”, “friend”, or many other types of virtual

bonds. The orchestrated formation has the power to strengthen the influence of a marketing strategy or

to exacerbate the chaotic situation of a movement (Lipsman et al. , 2012; Jue et al. , 2009). Indeed in a

network society, digital and physical worlds defy a physical-digital dualism view (Heili et al. , 2019). Adamic

& Glance (2005) examines the referential links among individual political blogs to reveal the behavioral

differences of Conservative and Liberal blogger communities. In geography, the unification of the physical

and digital world is revealed by the resemblance between the social and spatial arrangements (Stephens &

Poorthuis, 2015). The unification of digital and physical worlds has provided new opportunities to study

human dynamics (Shaw & Sui, 2018). In this study, we have developed a methodology for constructing

a realistic spatial network of people’s activity spaces, upon which a percolation type of social mechanism

can be studied. As argued by Resnicow & Page (2008) for embracing nonlinearity in human behaviors

and adopt statistical agent-based approaches in public health research, we discuss the implications of the

presented method. The novelty of the approach lies in that the agent’s spatial behavior scope is based on

direct recreation of statistical observations of real-world persons’ social media behaviors in a computational

environment.
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Aim and scope

It’s an exciting time for studying people’s daily behaviors. Part of the reason is that new technologies

become available for sensing thewhereabout of people at a scale never possible before. Call detail data (CDR)

from people using mobile phones and smart card data from commuters using transportation immediately

provide longitudinal records (Järv et al. , 2014; Pelletier et al. , 2011). Social media data although it has

been heralded for the value, because of the technical and methodological difficulties, the potential has been

far from fully explored. The potential lies in the fact that in contrast to CDR or smart card data, social

media data can reveal more details of individuals (Hughes et al. , 2016). In other words, individuals can be

specialized and differentiated by using social media data. Such capacity can significantly change studies that

prefer individualism to collectivism. We are actively pursuing a social-media data-driven study to establish

a computational national scale spatial analytical system consisting of individuals with details of their daily

activities. We have completed the first stage study of developing and examining the effectiveness of such a

methodology with a relatively small dataset (about 160-gigabyte). In the presented study here, we propose

a real-world evidence-based approach for quantitatively representing spatial interactions between individual

persons. The evidence comes from mining a massive amount of Twitter data about individual Twitter users’

activity space, and then we design a novel approach for constructing a geospatial percolation network based

on the relational linkage between activity spaces. Social media data such as Twitter have been broadly used

in studying people’s behavioral patterns. In the study, we demonstrate that analysis results can be generalized

and used in modeling physical communicative phenomena. Here we explore such a possibility in the context

of epidemic modeling in public health.

The Twitter dataset covers the metropolitan areas from Washington DC to New York State. We demon-

strate a process that through analyzing individual social media users’ online behaviors to construct a pairwise
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interaction model between Twitter users in a physical world context. Such a model roots in real-world ge-

ography and thus has the highest fidelity compared to synthetic structures. Synthetic structures are used

commonly in network-based epidemic modeling. Normally such synthetic structures make assumptions

about the network features based on statistical observations of real-world conditions. Therefore, a power,

exponential, or small-world law is followed as for the construction. Such tactical implementation although

is based on reality, so far as we know, is not verified with any naturally existing structures of a large scale,

e.g., regional. Part of the challenge comes from the difficulties of carrying out longitudinal data collection

on a massive scale. Compared to other data collection methods, social media probably provides the most

affordable means for targeting a massive population with the minimum cost. By using Twitter data we can

target 57,000 individuals in a broad region and examine whether the behavioral patterns reflected in Twitter

data are following discoveries from existing studies. But the social media-based data collection does lead to

processing and analysis difficulties because the data is much less structured. The novelty of our approach is

that we let a network structure emerge naturally from the social media data. We then alternate the structure

of the network to test the effect on disrupting the disease spread process. A similar strategy has been taken

by Eubank et al. (2004).

In social science, Watts (2017) argues for a more solution-oriented future of the field, in which theories

are brought to solve real-world problems. In GIScience, Sui & Goodchild (2011) raises the urgency for

works to synthesize traditional GIS and social media. In public health, Resnicow & Page (2008) highlights

the limits of many linear models with only 10%-20% effectiveness and argues the necessity for handling

directly chaos and complexity, and constructing a realistic spatially explicit model has been enlisted as a

major challenge (Roberts et al. , 2015). This study provides a direct response to the pressing needs by

1) suggesting a way to theorizing spatial social media in studying individual and collective activities, 2)

providing a complete computational solution to address geographic problems with using Twitter data, and
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3) proposing a geospatial network model for connecting individuals as a collective and thus supporting

place-based modeling at the individual level.

Related work

Finding individuals in daily activity space

Individuals’ social activities have a robust relationship with daily events, geographic influences, and

interpersonal relationships (Wong & Csikszentmihalyi, 2014; Watson et al. , 1992; Kennedy-Moore et al. ,

1992). In other words, people’s decisions on time and place for carrying out an activity are not random and

deeply influenced by their cultural, personal, and societal backgrounds. Meanwhile, the frequency and spatial

range of activities prescribe the possibility of their encounters with the world. Places that a person frequents

for those activities constitute their activities spaces in the Euclidean plane (Golledge, 1997). Activity space

as proposed by Schönfelder & Axhausen (2010) can be defined by using spatial-temporal elements such as

home locations, activity locations close to home, or centers of daily life. This means that an activity space

can be anchored by geographic locations of e.g., home or workplace (Carrasco et al. , 2008). Meanwhile,

many social activities are not carried out alone by the ego, but involve family members, team peers, or

celebrating buddies, the ego alters (Andris, 2016). The structural constituent of activity space thence cannot

be separated from a person’s social network relations, because the person’s activity-travel behavior is shaped

by the network relations and corresponds to the size of the activity space (Carrasco et al. , 2008; Kwan

et al. , 2007). Meanwhile, many social practices are mediated by social media platforms, e.g., Facebook

or Twitter (Ito et al. , 2019). Consequently, digital traces from social media users have precipitated many

studies to examine whether and how daily geography is captured by online social networks (Huang &Wong,

2016; Scellato et al. , 2011). However, just as argued by Watts (2017) about social theories piling up but not
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enough efforts being given to the applications, we could argue that in geospatial social media studies there

is pressing need to push social media analysis to geospatial modeling.

A new epistemological stance toward social media data is needed; a stance that abandons a neutral

representation view of social media data and adopts a subjective behavioral one (Crawford et al. , 2014).

Under this stance, we state that 1) each place where a social media post is made is a singularity at the

intersection of physical and digital spaces (Heili et al. , 2019), and 2) a user’s social media behavior is not

a facade of their personalities but a direct reflection of their personalities (Qiu et al. , 2012; Back et al. ,

2010). This epistemological pluralism view of social media data (Crawford et al. , 2014) let us venture into

the realms of social science, cybernetics, psychology, mathematics, statistics, and computer science for ideas

to establish a problem-oriented framework for geospatial social media study. Drawing from social science,

we maintain a social hologram view in terms of the relation between the collected social media data and

the broader society (Wendt, 2006). That means that a part of the society can be constructed by studying

social media data. Consequently, the structure is not a representation of a whole society but a replica of a

part of the society. In line with this belief, interaction with the replica can be treated as interacting with the

society directly, and Twitter data even at the public free level let us observe millions of real people. Every

day about 5 million tweets are randomly selected and broadcast through Twitter’s public APIs (Application

Programming Interfaces). Twitter data has become an affordable data source (Hughes et al. , 2016), and

many studies have been focused on the activity space of individuals with a goal to determine the geographic

boundaries (Lee et al. , 2016; Huang &Wong, 2016). Moving away from the deterministic view however can

be beneficial, and we recognize that activity space comprises preferred locations of opportunities that the ego

interacts with the society (Wong & Shaw, 2011). Thus, to be inside another person’s activity space equates

the stochastic possibility of physical encountering the person. We encounter countless strangers in daily

life and random, accidental, and unaware transmissions happen among people. In public health, epidemic
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modeling examines the spread of diseases due to different personal encounters (Funk et al. , 2010). Eubank

et al. (2004) simulates the co-location of strangers and test how the variation in the resulted contact network

could change smallpox spreading within Portland, Oregon, USA. The authors point out the difficulties with

data collection if the same study would be using real personal behaviors other than simulated. Here in this

study, we present a methodology to pursue the same vision by using alternative datasets created voluntarily

by people in their daily life, and the study covers a much broader region from Washington DC to New York

City.

Emerging methods in spatial interaction study

Spatial interaction studies relational phenomena among places due to human processes (Fotheringham

& O’Kelly, 1989), and a classical gravity model and its variations are brought in for quantifying the strength

of such interactions (Haynes et al. , 1984). Hence, according to the spatial variation of the amount of

force, e.g., opportunity or attractiveness, a proportion of subjects are displaced consequently. Although

the interest can be on the flowing subjects, due to the difficulty of representing faithfully the behaviors of

subjects (Siła-Nowicka & Fotheringham, 2019), a displacement vector of origin and destination (Torrens,

2014) is instead used as the proxy. In the process, where a dynamic relation (i.e., interaction) is replaced by

a static one (i.e., location), the advantage is that the amount of displacement can be quantified by applying

statistical principles (Chen, 2015), the disadvantage is that the consequential model has heavy reliance on

the equivalence assumption of interaction (second-order relation) and location (first-order relation). There

are occasions where studying the interaction directly is critical. In public health, many epidemic models

when considering only the spatial displacement of people, assume that individuals have equal opportunity to

interact with everyone else in the same population, which is a false assumption (Newman, 2002). Therefore,

although individual people should be targeted in studies like assessing vulnerability to epidemic diseases
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(Bian et al. , 2012), in reality, the process is practically too costly to be feasible on a large spatial scale and

operationally too cruel to carry out a longitudinal data collection.

Part of the reason that collecting individuals’ behavioral data is difficult is because of the immaterial

nature of many interpersonal social bonds (Altman & Taylor, 1973). Many interpersonal relations are

observable only through the behavioral cues or signals (Aiken & Aiken, 1973; Bayes, 1972), which are either

intangible or transient. In-person interviews, onsite observations, encoding newspaper reports or historical

archives are in researchers’ toolbox to target a small sample for actively collecting data (Aveni, 1977; Muller

et al. , 1998; Simon et al. , 1998; Tilly, 2015). With the popularity of information and communication

technologies (ICT), activities that involve the use of ICT inevitably leave behind digital traces in the form

of, e.g., system logs or web contents. ICT-based methods are thus broadly leveraged for passively harvest

data from a massive crowd (Blumenstock et al. , 2014). Unfortunately, the use of new types of data often

suffers from missing contextual information, and interactive relations many times are only inferable (Eagle

et al. , 2008). Thus, complex mathematical and statistical models must be applied to determine a group of

interactive individuals (Mucha et al. , 2010).

The data collection can be grossly described as recording information about where, when and what

(3Ws). Traditional methods such as travel diary or GPS tracking can target only a small sample of subjects

for the 3Ws; lately, new technologies such as commuting data are used for population-based studies but such

methods are better for capturing where and when (Hughes et al. , 2016). Few data can record faithfully 3Ws

of massive individuals at a global scale, and that is where social media data can show promising potential.

Paul & Dredze (2011) studies 1.5 million public health-related tweets, which are about 18-month data

collection effort, and presents that Twitter data can provide valuable information about people’s ailments at

the state level, especially of flu. Meanwhile, as Twitter is used as an interpersonal communication medium,

tweet content and style can reveal individuals’ behavioral biometric traits (Sultana et al. , 2014). People’s
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behaviors, however, are influenced by social environmental factors; in terms of Twitter usage, these factors

may result in the tweet contents as well as in the posting frequency. Therefore spatial variations may be

discovered by mining a massive amount of location-based tweets (Wakamiya et al. , 2012). When the

spatial-temporal information in the tweets is aggregated, patterns of global mobility of individuals can be

revealed (Hawelka et al. , 2014).

These studies have demonstrated ample examples of the close association of spatial-temporal Twitter

data with user behaviors. In public health, there is increasing interest in using social media data, for example,

Twitter, to facilitate disease monitoring and modeling. Several experiments have been carried out for

influenza (Alessa & Faezipour, 2018; Paul et al. , 2015). But, most of the time these predictions are based on

the thematic contents of tweets by following a topic as it is spread across the Twitter communities. An implicit

assumption is that there is a direct correlation between the topic interest and the surrounding geographic

realities. As a result, it describes a posterior probability of an event, where an event has to become detectable

in the Twitter-sphere first (Zhou & Xu, 2017). Extrapolation from such a posterior model is highly unreliable

(Butler, 2013). In this study, we introduce, for the first time, a spatially explicit model that estimate directly

the spatial interaction possibilities between individuals, and presents realistic spatial percolation patterns

between Twitter users. We define a spatial interaction in physical space as a communicative process and

conceptualize such a communicative process between two individuals as percolation dynamics through a

population field. Therefore the model could be applied for answering the question at the beginning of the

paper eventually.

Targeting individuals in communicable disease studies

The understanding of the flow of individuals and their encountering with others in daily life has critical

value in modeling and predicting individual vulnerability to communicable diseases (Bian et al. , 2012).
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Indeed, the sensitivity of location information has prevented the use of exact replicas of individuals in many

studies. Bian et al. (2012) presents a sophisticated methodology that uses public datasets to recreate the

spatial-temporal variation of population distributions and therefore estimates individuals’ vulnerability to

influenza based on their simulated locations in the population field. Communicative diseases are transmitted

through personal contacts. Naturally, the network can represent such a process well (Newman, 2002).

Because nodes in a network do not necessarily have an equal number of neighbors, the structure reflects

well the asymmetry in personal interactions. But up till now, most network structures in epidemic studies

are synthetic, a simulated structure based on statistical observations of population-based behaviors. Again,

the difficulty with data collection is a factor. In a more recent study, Sekara et al. (2016) uses geographic

proximity as the primary component for establishing social relationships in a longitudinal study with a

thousand university students involved. The geographic distance between individual students is measured

using Bluetooth devices. It is unthinkable that such an approach would be applicable for targeting millions

of individuals over many years.

The emergence of social media data brings new possibilities to multiple disciplines (Pourebrahim et al.

, 2018). Different from traditional spatial data collected by experts, social media data are contributed

voluntarily by the general public (Sui et al. , 2013). The integration of social media applications and mobile

communication technologies for the first time offers a lens for unobtrusive and continuous observation of

human behaviors in a daily-life context. Many empirical studies have examined the potential uses of the tool

(Figueroa-Alfaro & Tang, 2017; Louv & Fitzpatrick, 2012). Different labels have been used to describe the

technological phenomenon, e.g., big data, crowdsourced data, or data avalanche (McAfee et al. , 2012; Swan,

2013; Miller, 2010). Moving away from the technicalities of the trend, an anthropological stance suggests

a social geographical nature of many data (Tsou, 2015). We have acquired a powerful tool for directly

observing individuals as well as groups in daily life; people and society can be studied with high-resolution
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geography. That means that a replica of an individual’s activity is made whenever the person posts a tweet

or shares a moment on Facebook. Spatial-temporal information of a massive amount of individuals is no

longer scarce but abundant (Haklay, 2010). But while immaterial types of relations are much easier to tell by

looking at the “following” or “friend” linkages, physical personal contacts between individuals resist such

superficial gestures. So far, we haven’t seen any examples of constructing physical contact networks out of

using social media data.

We attempt to achieve such a goal and suspect that a deterministic framework would be possible at least

for now. A deterministic model would demand everyone being digitally labeled and surveilled like in animal

sciences (González et al. , 2015). Thus, a model targeting human subjects should be focused on physical

contact potential rather than physical contact fact. In this way, a posted tweet materializes a geographic

moment in a spectrum of spatial and temporal possibilities. If two spectrum overlaps with each other, there is

a possibility that two persons could encounter each other in an undetermined moment. This moment could be

a time in the future or a past time not captured by social media data. Indeed, the focus on stochasticity helps

alleviate the requirement on temporal overlapping and greatly simplifies the model complexity, a strategy

also taken by Eubank et al. (2004). So, a collection of geospatial tweets should present a materialized

activity space of a Twitter user. And a common space of two activity spaces represents the possibility of

physical encounters between the actual Twitter users.

Methodology

Delineating individual activity spaces

Twitter data collection can be done by listening to public APIs. We have developed an ensemble approach

to 1) collect continuously broadcast tweets and 2) for targeted individuals to collect their timeline records
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up-to 3-thousand historical tweets each. The data collection has an invaluable potential for studying social

dynamics. The bounding box for spatial tweets collection has the coordinates as (-78,38) and (-73,42). In this

study, we use a dataset of 160-gigabyte size, which covers the region fromWashington DC to NewYork State

and from August to December 2015. More than 1 million unique users with known geographic locations of

some sort are identified. Only tweets with GPS locations are selected for further analysis. Each tweet from

these users tells us at one exact time and location about what that person is doing. For example, Figure 1

presents the locations where tweets are posted in two weeks by a user and shows the temporal sequence of

those tweets. Time is captured by each tweet, and as a matter of fact, time indicates user behaviors rather

than spatial continuity. So, time is critical in the study, where 1) tweets can be grouped accordingly as

working hours and off-working hours, and 2) it becomes a controlling factor for the randomness in long-term

behaviors, such as relocating to a new city. For many individuals, from their user profiles, we can also make

a reasonable estimation about other status information such as occupations.

Figure 1: An individual ATB example. Variations in color represent average duration among active moves.

AnApache Hadoop-based GIS platform has been deployed by following the design of Zhang et al. (2015)

to calculate the mean-center, the median-center, and the Standard Deviational Ellipse (SDE) for statistically

depicting the distribution of an individual user’s location-based tweets. Each ellipse encompasses 95%
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of all tweets of a user. Outlier locations (e.g., a trip to a faraway city), which a user occasionally visits,

should be effectively excluded. Then, only users with at least 30 GPS-embedded tweets are included in the

analysis. 30 is a rather arbitrary number determined partially based on experience and partially because of

the total computer resources available to us. The posting time of tweets is used to create two categories of

tweets, working hours and off-working hours. We can draw geographical boundaries of activity spaces of

about 57,000 people living in the region. The distribution of the area sizes of these activity spaces shows

extremely interesting patterns where the majority of individuals have very restricted activity space around

either working or home locations and only a small portion of individuals have extraordinary large activity

space which in a few cases goes across several major cities.

Networking activity spaces and the pairwise paths

Activity space has been closely associated with accessibility to opportunities (Sherman et al. , 2005).

More often the opportunities being targeted are focused on occupational, entertainment, educational and

etc. The locations of these opportunities in common are stationary. Thus, the accessibility can be translated

into mobility capacity, which can be further estimated by knowing transportation modes utilized as well

as geographic distance traversed. When an opportunity is defined as the possibility of physical personal

encounters, the approximation method loses its applicability because now both subjects’ locations are

non-stationary. Therefore, we have to develop a new accessibility model, which can accommodate the

non-stationarity embedded in the constant movement of people.

Naturally, the new accessibility model has to be stochastic because of the randomness in the subjects’

behaviors. As the geographic scope of a person’s daily life is described by the activity space, now the question

becomes how to represent the encountering possibility with the characteristic of activity spaces. And we

state that the common area between two activity spaces can predispose the physical personal encountering,
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given the fact that two individuals might appear in the same place with a quantifiable possibility, e.g., Figure

2. Using geographic overlaps between different activity spaces as the proxy for potential physical in-person

contact between individuals, we thus can construct a network model that depicts the connectivity between

any two persons (Figure 3).

Figure 2: An example of overlapping activity spaces.
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Figure 3: An illustration of activity space chain.
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Computing the shortest distance between all pairs

Based on the conceptual design of a pairwise relation, it’s straightforward to construct a graph of all

adjacency nodes in a matrix structure. Given ellipses E1,E2, . . . ,En, we can construct an adjacency matrix

A by setting Ai j as follows

Ai j =


1 if Ei and Ej overlap,

0 otherwise.

Note: Aii = 0, i = 1,2, . . . ,n.

Naturally, not all agents have potential communicative paths to each other, there are isolated clusters of

agents. Therefore to treat the entire network as a single graph is computationally inefficient. Using Breadth-

First Search, we can split the graph (represented by the above adjacency matrix) into connected subgraphs

(components). Then for each component which is an undirected and unweighted graph, we employ Seidel’s

algorithm (Seidel, 1995) to construct the distance matrix D, where

Di j =



0 if i = j,

−1 if vertex i is not reachable by vertex j,

m if the minimum number of edges between vertex i and vertex j is m.

Then put all these distance matrices together.

Results

The characteristics of individual activity spaces

The size of the SDE is computed to indicate the approximate size of the activity space. Figure 4 presents

the overall distribution of all SDE sizes. Within the first bin (area size ≤ 625 kilometer2), there are 47,787
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individuals (about 85% of the population). Only a small portion (about 17%) of ellipses have a significant

elongated shape (the ratio of major and minor axis larger than 10). To estimate the rough Euclidean travel

distance, we ignore the axis ratio and compute the radius. For 85% of the users, their activity space radius

is about 14 kilometers.

Figure 4: A distribution of approximate activity space sizes.

Each tweet has an exact time of posting; accordingly, we categorize all tweets into two groups, within

working hours (9 am-5 pm) and off-working hours. Thenmedians are computed for each individuals’ working

and off-working tweet locations. We compute the distance between both medians to see if it would indicate

a commute distance. The area around New York City has an average commute distance of 7.7-mile and the

Washington DC area has a distance of 9.1-mile (Kneebone & Holmes, 2015). As 45,282 (80%) individual’s

median center separations are within 2 kilometers, using tweets’ cluster locations alone is difficult to estimate

commute distances, rather the clusters reflect locations where people are behaviorally active.

However, the spatial scopes of working and off-working hours tweets do show different activity space
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sizes. To visualize the effect of the difference, a direct impact zone is defined as the maximum geographic

area covered by the merged SDEs of the ego and all alters falling within the SDE of the ego. Eubank et al.

(2004) estimates a similar concept of graph expansion because the spread speed correlates positively with

the expansion degree. For example, Figure 5 clearly shows the significantly smaller working hours’ direct

impact zone as indicated by the green polygon. Inside the highlighted orange zone (the off-working hour

SDE of the ego) there are 42 immediate siblings compared to 35 within the highlighted green zone. Although

the ego’s working and off-working hours activity spaces are not significantly different in size, the ego might

encounter different strangers in a different time. Thus, collective consequences are dramatically different.

Figure 5: An individual’s maximum potential direct influence zone.
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The potential connectivity chain between individuals

Using geospatial tweets to estimate the real-world variations of the location, shape, and size of individual

activity spaces (i.e., SDEs) is the first contribution of this study, and the second contribution is the concept of

using overlapping ellipses to represent the potential of pairwise interactions between two egos. Along with

the computing of the SDE size, the orientation and the elongation of each ellipse are computed as well. Thus,

each ellipse is factored by the size, the orientation, and the elongation. The variation in pairwise relations

due to the combination of those factors renders different proximity matrix in network analysis. Consequently,

different ellipse chains will be created. Figure 6 presents two different paths between the same two egos

under different ellipse conditions. In each map, the goal is to find a path between the head and the tail egos

(represented by the highlighted points), and the path is not necessarily the shortest. In the above map, the

maximum ellipse size is restricted to be 9200 kilometer2, and in the bottom map, the limit is set to be 8000

kilometer2. The most obvious difference is the spatial locations of the paths. The spatial variation in terms

of potential percolation dynamics is explicitly reflected in the different compositions of the paths. The most

strength of the social media-based approach is that each ego in the network has its behavioral traits, which

can be studied by using the actual tweet contents. Combining with the spatial distribution of population

density, then the two paths might carry very different epidemic dynamics (Gross et al. , 2006).

The all pairs shortest distance path analysis

As there might be multiple paths for any pairs of agents in the activity space network, naturally the path

with the shortest length is of the most interest. Just like in a navigation task, where the shortest distance is

commonly scheduled as a result, the shortest length path also carries significant meaning here. We define

the length of a path by the number of edges in the path. First, the path describes a stochastic likelihood of

communicative success, therefore the edge is a direct approximation of the linkage. Second, although in
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Figure 6: Alternative Pairwise Paths
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real-world conditions, a path with the minimum number of links does not necessarily equate the maximum

likelihood of communicative success, the shortest length does offer a reasonable approximation under a

boundary condition where the pairwise relation is simplified as a binary measurement, in which linkage is

treated as a successful transmission. Therefore, the consequent network represents a worst-case scenario of

communicative spread.

Computing all-pairs-shortest-distance demands a significant amount of resources as well as time, with a

processing time of O(n2.38 log n). An adjacency matrix is created first and is entered for the shortest distance

analysis. The shortest path analysis has been carried out for three scenarios 1) all tweets of an ego, 2)

working hours tweets of an agent, and 3) off-working hours tweets of an ego. For each scenario, the SDEs

are ranked by area size, and then paths are computed under four conditions, 1) with all SDEs, 2) excluding

the 1% largest SDEs, 3) excluding 5% largest SDEs, and 4) excluding 15% largest SDEs. Next, Figure

7 summarizes the shortest path length distributions of different conditions when working hours tweets are

considered. The distributions using non-working hours tweets follow the general pattern. Apparently. the

size of SDEs has a significant impact on the overall path length distribution, which is discussed next.

Discussion

What does geospatial Twitter data tell us about human behavior?

We observe a long tail effect (Benghozi & Benhamou, 2010) in the spatial distribution of activity space

sizes with about 85% of Twitter users in the dataset have a relatively restricted space size. A similar

observation has been made by Gonzalez et al. (2008) using mobile phone data. In other words, the presented

study provides another evidence about the effectiveness of representing human mobility by fundamental

principles varying from power-law to exponential-decay (Gonzalez et al. , 2008; Liang et al. , 2012). Xu
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Figure 7: The distributions of shortest path lengths of agents using working hours tweets under four different

conditions.
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et al. (2018) use mobile phone data to estimate in Boston area the general daily activity’s spatial scope.

What is observed is almost the same as our estimation based on using the Twitter dataset, 15.17-km radius

in Xu et al. (2018) versus less than 14-km for 85% of Twitter users in our study. As Boston is in the same

metropolitan region, although the city was not included in the original data collection plan, the evidence

again presents the applicability of the Twitter-based approach in studying mobility. Regarding individual

person, our study has demonstrated that information from the spatial Twitter dataset follows the statistical

description of an individual’s mobility, which is that only a small portion of users are truly spatially active.

Yet, the Twitter-based approach reveals the approximate physical locations of individual activities to an

accuracy determined by the physical devices used for Twitter services. Our approach is also significantly

different from approaches using locations of either cellular towers or transportation stations as proxies for

people’s whereabouts, and tweet places in a person’s activity space can be analyzed for their functionalities.

As in public health context, dynamics often is associated with spreading strength (Bartlett & Plank, 2012),

here we expect that by knowing the characteristics of activity spaces, e.g., size, and functionality, we could

more accurately estimate the real-world spreading of communicative diseases.

A question regarding the data-driven approach is how to mend the gap between the individuals and

the collectives behaviors (Steiger et al. , 2015). To answer the question sufficiently would demand future

work; however, we have attempted several tests. Here we briefly discuss several interesting discoveries. We

aggregate the 57,000 median points to the ZIP code scale, and among 2337 5-digit ZIP code communities,

only 226 (9%) are without a single point. These communities are distributed in more rural areas and have

distinctive demographic features, e.g., small population size, andwhite-majority. Duringworking hours there

are 3.1-million people in Manhattan and as a contrast only 1.6-million at off-working hours (Moss & Qing,

2012). We use the Global Human Settlement (GHS) (Freire & Pesaresi, 2015) as the referential residential

population, and compare population estimation based on Twitter user density to the GHS-based population
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at the similar ZIP code scale. When the working-hour tweets are used, for Manhattan, the Twitter-based

population estimation is consistently and majorly double to triple sizing the referential residential population.

The highest Twitter-based population estimation is at ZIP code 10018, the area surrounding the Lincoln

Tunnel with a value 9-time larger than the residential. Meanwhile, Twitter-based population estimations

at neighborhood communities are smaller than the referential residential population. These are impressive

discoveries, because 1) the data reflects a balanced dynamic flow of population from nearby communities

to the Manhattan Island, 2) the spatial variation of displacement has been represented by the Twitter user

density variation, and 3) the maximum general displacement spatial scope has been identified.

Both Moss & Qing (2012) and McKenzie et al. (2010) reveal an analogous dynamic pattern regarding

the commuter-adjusted population. Twitter data has great potential to reflect the actual population dynamics

using a new type of data. Whether the Twitter-based estimation is in accordance entirely across the nationwith

the Census conducted survey needs further investigation. While lots of effort has been given to accurately

estimate the displacement magnitude, our study has demonstrated that Twitter data should be examined more

closely for its epistemological implications. And, more than that, we believe the possibility and opportunity

for designing epidemic models based on real-world data (RWD) and real-world evidence (RWE) (Makady

et al. , 2017).

What difference can a Twitter-based model make?

In public health, mass-action models are effective and commonly applied for simulating spreads of

infections using differential equations to describe the process within a homogeneous population (Hurd &

Kaneene, 1993). But, there are applications that their predictions should be refined by network-based models

as stated by Keeling (2005). In a network model, an edge represent a physical contact between two egos, and

the number of contacts can be adjusted to reflect the fact that everyone is not in direct contact with everyone
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else, which is the most dramatic difference from the mass-action models. Newman (2002) makes the same

statement and provides evidences that mass-action based mathematical models can be deployed to networks

and effective. However, Newman only uses a synthetic network; and to build individual-based realistic model

is no easy task. Eubank et al. (2004) simulates a population with realistic demographic status of Portland,

Oregon, USA, the dynamics of the population is based on transportation behaviors. Thus a graph structure

is constructed to study the effects of physical contact variations on disease outbreak. Traditional methods

using such as travel diaries can only target a tiny sample of people, for example 49 volunteers in (Read et al. ,

2008). Spatialized social media as an opportunity for effortlessly collecting a massive amount of individual

based data provides a potentially promising but extremely challenging methodology. In this study, we have

demonstrated the possibility.

First, questions about "what-if" scenarios can be directly studied within their real-world contexts. Cap-

tured in the all-pairs-shortest-distance matrix is a concretized moment out of infinite numbers of moments

of how a disease could spread out among 57,000 strangers distributed realistically in a major metropolitan

region. Our approach assumes a similar epistemological stance as the one taken by Eubank et al. (2004),

where computation is leveraged as an effective means for recreating potential physical personal contacts.

However, methodologically the two are quite different in that Eubank et al. (2004) still relies on simulation

and ours let physical evidence speak for itself. Indeed, by following Eubank et al. (2004) we experiment with

the possibility to disrupt the network structure. Figure 7 presents the results of using work-hours tweets. Only

by removing top 1% largest activity spaces, the network structure has been dramatically changed. Before

node removal, 80% shortest paths are 2-edges, the shortest path other than direct link between two egos, and

after 1% node removal, the proportion of the shortest path has been reduced by 50% and the mode has been

changed to 3-edge. That means the spread becomes much slower. Although quarantine and vaccination have

been regular public health practices, the experiment demonstrates that with Twitter data, the epidemiological
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effect could be simulated by using a social media-based computational approach. It also implicitly agrees

with a conclusion made by Eubank et al. (2004) that early detection and targeted vaccination could prevent

an outbreak.

The Twitter-based network model could reveal more. In Portland, Oregon, USA, 1.5-million out of

1.6-million people (93.75%) are in a giant component (Janson et al. , 1993), and mechanisms trying to break

the hub effect (Fujita &Mori, 2005) is majorly ineffective (Eubank et al. , 2004). Our experiments with nodes

removal conclude the same results in a much broader region based on real-world evidence. But our model

reveals that a unanimously implemented public health practice could have spatially varied consequences.

We follow the standard SIR model (Chowell et al. , 2016) to examine the effectiveness of different scales of

control. Here the effect of control is approximated by the removal of large SDEs.

Figure 8: The distribution of susceptible egos under 1% (top three maps) and 15% (bottom three maps) of

largest SDEs removal.

In Figure 8, the top three maps show where the rest susceptible egos are when the largest 1% of SDEs
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are removed, and the egos are grouped by the length of communicative paths, by which they could be

infected. The experiment represents a scenario where the most active egos are controlled, e.g., quarantined

or vaccinated. The bottom three maps present the results when 15% is removed. Therefore, there is a scale

difference in the control effort. With 1% egos controlled, the rest egos in the Washington DC-Maryland area

could be infected by up-to four-edge paths (the top-left map), the Philadelphia-New York City area is more

resistant in terms of that there are many egos have to be infected by 5-edge paths (the top-middle map). But,

egos in the Philadelphia-New York City area could not survive by infectious path longer than 6-edge even

when 15% of active egos are controlled (the bottom-left map). However, with the larger scale of control,

egos in the Washington DC-Maryland area have a better chance to survive, because there are a significant

amount of egos need to be infected by paths of at least 9-edge length (the bottom-right map).

Our model hence demonstrates the effect of urban structure (Jiang & Yao, 2010) on disease spreading.

New York City has a more compact urban form than the Washington DC area does. Thus, people live in

New York City would be able to rely on walking or cycling in daily life, but people in Washington DC

would have to rely on driving. Individual large activity space has a heavier effect on linking a collection

of small activity spaces when the urban form is more compact. But, because of the denser population of

New York City, different control scales (i.e., 1% versus 15%) would only be able to slow down the spread.

However, although 1% of control would not be effective for changing the spread in the Washington DC area,

an immediate larger scale of control (i.e., 15%) would be effective.

The complexity within the data-driven approach

The study presents a platform for data and computational driven geographic studies, its effectiveness

and efficiency rely on three pillars, the social science theories, the applied mathematical analysis, and the

data-driven computational design. Without complex mathematical and computational optimizations, the
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realization of the social media data-driven approach would be difficult. Many algorithms in GIS have non-

linear time complexity, which means by using conventional tools the time requirements become intolerable.

In each step, some conventional algorithms have to be revised to restrict the increase in computing time, for

example, for computing the median point or for identifying overlapping ellipses. In the calculation of median

points, which has time complexity of O(n2), we apply first a density function before running the traditional

median function. Here we leverage the fact that a median should reflect the central tendency of a set of points;

the density function can help pinpoint the high-density area, and thus the number of points needed to tested

is significantly reduced. In data-driven studies, n normally is a very large value, for example, millions, the

approach helps us maintain an overall linear increase of time. However, more challenges are presented than

solved, for example, how to design effective algorithms for computational parallelization and distribution,

and how to integrate with the most advanced computation frameworks such as GPU-based solutions.

The proposed approach has made a step further in the direction of handling directly chaos and complexity

in society with a real-world based network structure, and the data is messier. The methods used for estimating

the activity space can change some overlapping relationships. In reality, people might use Twitter at home

or workplace more frequently, therefore we see a dumbbell shape of location distribution. When the SDE

method is used, it includes in the estimation where people might not go. As the distance between the home

location and workplace location is in general not large, the SDE method should not affect the overall linkage

pattern significantly. However, there are several extremely broad activity spaces, which go across the entire

region. The reality that creates this pattern is complex. In one situation, the broad distribution indicates

that the account is shared by a collective as pointed by (Xu et al. , 2015), and therefore the points should be

excluded. In another situation where the Twitter account is used by a single person, the mobility factor needs

to be considered. If the person were taking public transportation, then the in-between space still provides

encountering possibilities with other commuters. But if the person were driving, then there should be a little
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encountering possibility. To accommodate this problem, the tweet contents need to be analyzed, and we have

identified several cue factors for estimating the transportation mode; also a kernel density-based approach

for delineating activity space will be applied in the future.

To this end, the individual-based methodology requires an effective validation framework. In current

epidemic modeling, RWD and RWE are typically used as reference datasets; when they are used for creating

the models, the approach needs more empirical studies. Also, the development of any network-based

models should not be independent of seeking complementary integration with conventional mass-action

based models. The presented methodology assumes a bottom-up approach, where each node in the network

structure has its behavioral habits; with conventional mass-action models, which are top-down approaches,

the challenge is to effectively cross the chasm from individual behaviors to collective dynamics.

Conclusions

Twitter as a relatively open platform makes it possible to collect data from any regions that Twitter

services are available. That is to say, the methodology we have developed can be applied to study spatial

variations of the network structure in different geographic regions, which is among our next tasks. Also,

along with each tweet location is a thematic message revealing potential activities. The content can be

analyzed for refining the structure of the network. However, the demand for a total amount of computing

resources that are significantly larger than many other traditional computational tasks raises the requirement

for more available and affordable computational infrastructure. Newman (2002) has made a convincing

argument about the need for a network model in public health study, and provided an example of deploying

epidemic models to a synthetic network environment. What lacks is testing the approach with a real-world

network. Newman’s approach demands a probability model for quantifying communicative success, which is

simplified as a binary condition in the present study. We have defined a stochastic function for such purpose
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and will be reported in the future together with the results of deploying epidemic models to the real-world

network environment.

We have developed a novel way to use social media data for constructing realistic spatial connectivity

models. Every agent in the model reflects a real ego acting in daily life context; in other words, a hologram

has been created, upon which other phenomena could be studied, for example, the spread of communicable

diseases. To demonstrate this possibility, we use a network model to link individual egos as an interactive

collective by leveraging the overlapping activity spaces as the proxy for stochasticity of physical encountering.

While more effort has to be taken for embedding a public health model in the network structure, we present

that the network structure captures real-world features. Such features have been assumed in the making of

synthetic networks in many network-based epidemic studies (Newman, 2002; Pastor-Satorras et al. , 2015).

With the new approach, we significantly alleviate the rigid requirement of forcing the synthetic structure

to follow a power-law, an exponential-law, or a small-world pattern. Given the effort for collecting Twitter

data through years, we are able to construct a much broader network that covers the United States; thus,

to study many communicative phenomena simultaneously at scales from individual to the national, as well

as comparing the results at the international scale. Many network-related questions such as finding the key

structures within a network environment (Kitsak et al. , 2010) can find answers not only in the form of who

but also the form of where with the use of our system. The bottom-up approach makes it feasible to modify

the network structure within a geospatial context for exploring with real-world context "what-if" questions.

Thus, the Twitter-based approach has the potential to provide new insights into application fields such as

public health studies.
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